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Abstract

The software industry is facing more complex computer systems, with short development and sustainability issues. To deliver good software with these constraints, software reuse has become a central concept for minimizing design and realization costs. This study improves upon Feature-Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics (FORM/BCS), a software development method that produces adaptable architectures from reusable domain components. This is a promising method for reusable software assets and model creation. The objective of the FORM/BCS is to bring the industrial production chain to the software. This study proposes a model to automatically transform the FORM/BCS business subsystem component into a process business component. Two metamodels for business subsystems and process business components were developed. In addition, this study establishes correspondences between the source metamodel and target metamodel classes, transformation rules, and the instance of the source metamodel and generates the target metamodel instance. Detailed findings can help practitioners reduce software design costs and development time, and contribute to the advancement of knowledge in software engineering.
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1. Introduction

The software industry faces a permanent crisis because of the quality, cost, difficult development process, and intangible nature of software. Software engineering has evolved to address new issues introduced by the penetration of computing into the industry. The problem is no longer to develop one software at a time but to design and develop a line (or a family) of software. To respond to these recurring problems, software engineers have developed new paradigms including procedural, object, component, and model technologies. One paradigm is Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [1] using models. The MDE approaches describe systems under development and their environments at different levels of abstraction. These abstractions allow for the design of applications independent of the target platforms. The MDE provides a software development framework in which models move from a passive (contemplative) to an active (productive) state and become the first-class elements in the software development process [2]. As a continuation, many approaches have been developed, as in [3], [4], [5], [6]. Similarly, Fouda [7] proposed the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics (FORM/BCS) method. Automating the FORM/BCS method allows easier maintenance, reusability, and flexibility in adapting to changes. Moreover, it enables developers to more efficiently deliver software with relevant business components. However, implementing the FORM/BCS method presents some limitations, including limited applicability (the method might be more suitable for certain types of projects or domains and may not be a one-size-fits-all solution) and added complexity to the development process, specifically for smaller projects. This study proposes a method that can
automatically transform a component with a high level of abstraction into a more tangible one. This saves time and improves quality and productivity during software development.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the concepts of model transformation, model transformation automatization tools, and various model transformation approaches. Section 3 presents the FORM/BCS software product line method in detail. It then presents the specifications of the different assets in the FORM/BCS method. Section 4 presents the proposed meta-models (a metamodel of the subsystem business component, and a metamodel of the process business component of the FORM/BCS method). Then, it presents transformation rules to automatically convert a subsystem business component into a process business component. Section 5 evaluates and discusses the case study results. Section 6 concludes the study with a summary of the key findings.

2. Model transformation

Model transformation represents one of the significant challenges to be met from a technical viewpoint to consider the wide dissemination of MDE. The MDE fits naturally into the object approach and the evolution of the component models. The MDE is built around two fundamental concepts: models and transformations. Any production process can be considered a model linked by transformations.

Models are created for a specific purpose in this process and transformations produce new models [8]-[9]. From a general viewpoint, we call model transformation any artifact/program whose inputs and outputs are models. Automating transformations aims to make models more operational and increase development productivity using an MDE approach.

2.1. Definitions and terms clarification

To perform model transformations, we distinguished between endogenous and exogenous transformations. A transformation is endogenous if the involved models come from the same metamodel; otherwise, it is called an exogenous or translation transformation [10].

a) Endogenous transformations

- **Optimization**: transformation, which aims to improve performance while maintaining semantics.
- **Refactoring**: transformation, which involves a change in the structure to improve certain aspects of the quality of the software, such as comprehension, maintenance, modularity, and reuse without changing the observable behavior.
- **Simplification or normalization**: transformation, whose goal is to reduce syntactic complexity.

a) Exogenous transformations

- **Synthesis**: transformation from a level of abstraction to a lower level of abstraction. A typical example of this is code generation.
- **Reverse engineering**: The process of analyzing a subject system to identify the system's components and their interrelationships and to create representations of the system in another form or at a higher level of abstraction. This is the reverse of the synthesis process described above.
- **Migration**: transformation of a program written in one language to another with the same level of abstraction.

Another important factor to consider in transformations is the abstraction level. Based on this, we distinguished between horizontal and vertical transformations. Horizontal transformation occurs when the source and target models are at the same level. In contrast [11]-[12], in vertical transformation, the models involved are of different levels of abstraction. A typical example of a vertical transformation is refinement [7].

The source and target models may or may not belong to the same technological space in a transformation. A technological space comprises a set of concepts, a body of knowledge, tools, skills, etc., defining an operational working context. For example, XML, MDA, and DBMS are technological spaces. When a transformation involves several technological spaces, import/export tools are required to bridge the gap between these different spaces.
2.2. Approaches and tools for model transformation

As previously mentioned, model transformations are important for software development in MDE. The effectiveness of this technology relies largely on the model transformations. Their application (or use) covers several aspects including [2]-[13]:

- Generation of lower-level or higher-level models;
- Synchronization of models;
- Reverse engineering;
- etc.

2.2.1. Transformation approaches

Several techniques have been used for model transformations. According to the classification proposed in [14]-[15], transformation approaches can be classified into two broad categories: “model to model” transformation approaches and “model to text” transformation approaches.

a) “Model to model” approaches

A “model to model” transformation, is defined by generating target models from one or more source models [16]. The level of abstraction can affect transformation classification. In this category, there are direct model manipulation approaches, relational approaches, approaches based on graph transformations, and approaches guided by the structure of models and hybrid approaches. For instance, Misbah et al. [11] proposed a metamodel of Z Notation to reduce comprehension overhead and facilitate model-to-model transformations. Through a case study, the proposed metamodel demonstrates its ability to facilitate shared understanding among stakeholders, leading to unambiguous requirements specifications that can also be automated for model-based development. However, the authors did not automate the metamodel for model-based development.

b) “Model to text” approaches

The “model to text” transformation, or model to code, is considered as a particular case of model-to-model transformations [17]. They often generate code in a text format for practical reasons related to the reuse of existing compilers. In this category, we distinguish two types of approaches: approaches based on “visitor” mechanism and approaches based on canvas or “templates.”

2.2.2. Principles of model transformation

The transformation process comprises three stages as follows:

- Definition of transformation rules;
- Expression of transformation rules;
- Execution of transformation rules.

a) Definition of transformation rules

Given a source model in an L1 language (such as UML) and a target model in an L2 language (such as Java), this step involves developing a mapping of the concepts from L1 to L2 (e.g., a UML class corresponds to one or more Java classes). Thus, we employed a metamodeling technique to establish a broad and generic rule base. Transformation rules are established between the source metamodel and the target metamodel between all source model concepts and that of the target model. The transformation process takes one or more models as input, conforming to the source metamodels. The process generates one or more additional models that adhere to one or more target metamodels by utilizing a predefined rule set.

b) Expression of transformation rules

To express the transformation rules, a rule-specification language is required. Transformation languages can be declarative, imperative, or hybrid [18]. In declarative programming, we describe the data and their constraints. Unlike a declarative program, an imperative program describes how a result can be obtained by imposing a series of actions that the machine must perform. A hybrid language combines both the declarative and imperative programming paradigms.

c) Execution of transformation rules

Once specified and expressed, rules require an execution engine to be performed. This engine takes a source model and metamodel, the target meta-model, and the transformation rules as inputs. This outputs the target model. Figure 1 illustrates the model transformation process.
2.2.3. Properties of transformations

The main properties that characterize model transformations are reversibility, traceability, reusability, scheduling, and modularity [8], [9].

- **Reversibility**: Transformations can be unidirectional or bidirectional. If a transformation is performed in only one direction, it is called a unidirectional transformation. Reversible transformations can be performed in both directions.

- **Traceability**: Traceability in transformations involves creating and recording links between the elements of the target models and those of the source models. Some transformation approaches do not offer a traceability mechanism, and the user must manage the trace links.

- **Reusability**: Reusability allows transformation rules to be reused in other model transformations.

- **Scheduling**: Scheduling represents the level of nesting (chaining) of transformation rules. Transformation rules can trigger other rules.

- **Modularity**: Modular transformation makes it possible to model the transformation rules by breaking down the problem. A model transformation language that supports modularity facilitates the reuse of transformation rules.

In this new perspective, the models occupy a space of the first level among the artifacts of system development. However, they must be sufficiently precise and rich to be interpreted or processed by machines. The system development process can then be seen as a sequence of partially ordered transformations, where each transformation takes one or more models as input and produces one or more output models, up to executable artifacts [19]. This transformation of the models is not an easy task. Therefore, it is necessary to have robust and flexible tools for managing templates and domain-specific languages for their transformations and manipulation throughout their life cycle.

3. The FORM/BCS method

The FORM/BCS [7] is a promising software product-line engineering method. The FORM/BCS has the advantage of integrating variability in diagrams or software development models, and explicitly provides variation points. This approach allows transposition of industrial production chains to the software world. The FORM/BCS [20] extends FORM to business components semantics. It transforms the design objects of a domain produced by FORM (feature models, subsystem models, process models, and modules) into “reusable” design objects of this domain, called “reusable enterprise components”.

The FORM/BCS method is specific to product line engineering approaches in that its engineering process combines “reuse engineering” and “domain engineering” approaches. The horizontal FORM/BCS process, which corresponds to the “application engineering” approach, makes it possible to analyze a product line domain and develop fundamental reusable architectures. These abstract reusable models can be refined (“engineering by reuse” approach) using the vertical engineering process of FORM/BCS, with the aim of deriving the specific business components of an application domain of the domain that already has reusable business database components.

3.1. Horizontal engineering process of the FORM/BCS method

The objective of the horizontal engineering process is to analyze a domain to produce its reusable business components, which comprise the following [20]:

i. A functional business component;

ii. An enterprise business component of a sub-system;

iii. A business process component and;

iv. A module business component.
The horizontal engineering process has four independent activities:

- Domain analysis activity: The domain analysis activity, which is intuitive, produces a reusable functional business component. The produced component was stored in a reusable business component database.

- Business subsystem architecture component design activity: Considering the reusable functional business component selected from the database of reusable business components, the activity of designing business components of the sub-system architecture produces a reusable sub-system architecture business component, which is stored in a reusable business component subsystem architecture database.

- Process architecture business components design activity: This activity produces a set of business components and a reusable process architecture. These components are stored in a database of business components with reusable process architecture.

- Module architecture business component design activity: This activity produces a set of business architecture components for reusable modules. These components were stored in a database of the reusable business components of the module architecture.

3.2. The vertical engineering process of the FORM/BCS method

The objective of the vertical engineering process was to derive a reusable component database. The database is derived from a domain application with a reusable domain component database. The vertical engineering process has four independent activities: analysis of specific needs, design of specific subsystem architecture, design of specific process architecture, and design of specific module architecture [20].

By considering the application domain A of domain D and a commercial component of functionality F of D, the objective of the analysis of the specific needs of domain A is to derive a component functionality F’ of A from F. For this, the activity, among others, makes choices in F to reduce the number of optional functionalities or grouping alternative functionalities in the solution decomposition. The derived functional business component F’ is stored in the functional business component database of A.

By considering the business component functionality F’ of an application domain A derived from a business component functionality F of a domain D and of an enterprise architecture subsystem S produced from D, the objective of the specific subsystem architecture design activity is to derive the sub-system architecture business component S’ from A from F’ and S. For this reason, the activity, among others, eliminates the functionalities in the subsystems of the business component of the architecture of subsystem S, which are absent in the basic business component F’.

By considering the architecture sub-system, an enterprise component S’ of an application domain A derived from an architecture sub-system, an enterprise component S from a domain D, and a process architecture process P produced from D, the objective of the specific process architecture design activity is to derive a process architecture process P’ from A from S’ and P. For this based on S’, the activity adapts to the business component of the process architecture P.

By considering the process architecture process P’ of an application domain A derived from architecture P, a domain D, and a module architecture module M produced from P, the objective of the specific module architecture design activity is to derive a business component architecture module M’ from A from P’ and M. Here, based on P’, the activity adapts the architecture of enterprise architecture M. The possibility of successive refinements of reusable commercial components from one domain to more concrete components (vertical engineering) is the main improvement in the engineering application process of the Original FORM.

3.3. The formal model of FORM/BCS core assets

The asset specification of the FORM/BCS method was performed using the specification model defined by Ramadour and Cauvet [21]. Code 1 represents the extract of the model. Details of the specifications of the components of the FORM/BCS method can be found in [20].
3.4. The case study context

Among the software product line methods, we note the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) developed by Kang et al. [3]. The FORM extends Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA). It is a systematic method that emphasizes the similarities and variability of applications in a domain. These points are described in terms of “characteristics,” and the obtained results are used to produce reference architectures. The main contribution of this approach is the decomposition of the characteristic model into layers, allowing the description of different points of view (e.g., services, operations, treatments, presentation, etc.) concerning the development of products. The model captures the points of similarities and differences, called the "characteristic model" and is used to support both the engineering of reusable domain artifacts and the development of applications using domain artifacts. Once a domain is described and explained in terms of similar and different “units” of processing, these are used to construct different “possible” configurations of reusable architectures [22]. Similarly, in 2009, Fouda and Amougou proposed an extension of the FORM, called Feature-Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics (FORM/BCS) method [7]. The specificities of FORM/BCS are as follows:

1. The integration of a business component semantics into the artefacts;
2. The proposition of rules for the systematic model’s production;
3. It implicitly integrates Model Driven Engineering.

Therefore, our problem is a part of the automation of the FORM/BCS method. Indeed, it performs automatic component transformation from one level of abstraction to another using metamodels. In this document, our focus is on developing metamodels for the subsystem business component and the process business component of the FORM/BCS method, and the definition of the transformation rules, allowing the automated conversion of components [23]. These transformations are the horizontal engineering processes of the FORM/BCS Software Product Line method.

4. Automation of the FORM/BCS method

Models have become the central paradigm in the software industry, where researchers and practitioners enrich the models used in the design of applications and define new ones. This facilitates the creation of new technological spaces that are more suited to user needs and the different modeling stages necessary for product development. Thus, to obtain a product that meets user expectations, it is necessary to transform models from one level of abstraction to another, or from one technological space to another.

4.1. The business sub-system component of the FORM/BCS method

A subsystem business component of the FORM/BCS method is a reusable business component that describes a system in terms of abstract subsystems and relationships between them. Graphically, the solution is represented as a symmetric Boolean matrix, in which rows and columns represent the different subsystems of the business component. The values in the matrix indicate the existence of links between the subsystems. In Code 2, we implement the formal specification of the model of a business subsystem component.

The Architecture of a business subsystem component comprises a set of subsystems and the links between these subsystems. A subsystem comprises a name, characteristic, or functionality, and a subsystem has a string type and a feature of string type as parameters.

```plaintext
SubSystemBusinessComponent == [ name: Name;
    descriptor: Descriptor;
    realization: Realization /
    ∀ ssbc: SubSystemBusinessComponent,
    (Solution (realization (CBMS)) C
    SubsystemArchitecture) Adaptationpoints (realization
    (CBMS)) ∈ 𝔽 (SubSystem × 𝔽 SubSystem)
SubsystemArchitecture == [
    subsystems: SubSystem;
    links: 𝔽 (SubSystem × SubSystem)]
SubSystem = 𝔽 Feature
```

A feature specifies business activities. An event applied to a set of object targets (data) causes an activity. This is a generalization in the sense of object-oriented analysis and decomposition. Thus, a feature takes as parameter the name of an activity, the object on which the activity operates, and decomposition. The decomposition yields all the components: Standard features that show the opportunity for reuse (optional features and all alternative functionality groups). We propose a meta-model represented in Figure 2 of the business component sub-system of the FORM/BCS method.

**Figure 2.** The meta-model of the sub-system business component.

---

Figure 2 presents the following classes:

- **SubsystemBusComp:** A subsystem business component has a name and comprises subsystems and links between them.
- **Sub-system:** A subsystem comprises a name, a feature and a reference (link that links it to another subsystem).
- **Feature:** A Feature has a name and eventually decompositions.
- **Decomposition:** Decomposition has a name. This is part of a characteristic. However, it can also comprise (sub) characteristics.
- **Generalization:** Generalization has a name and includes its characteristics.

### 4.2. Business process component of the FORM/BCS method

A business process architecture component is a reusable business component that represents a competitive structure in terms of concurrent business activities to which functional elements are assigned. Code 3 represents the process business component model specification.

A Process Architecture is a collection of business activities and objects (data). Business activities run on data and exchange messages across each other. They exchanged these messages as action calls or in a null environment.


```plaintext
ProcessBusinessComponent == [ name: Name;
    descriptor: Descriptor;
    realization: Realization /
    ∀ pbc: ProcessBusinessComponent,
    (solution (realization (pbc)) C ProcessArchitecture)
Adaptationpoints (realization (pbc)) ∈ 𝔽
(BusinessActivity × 𝔽 BusinessActivity)]
ProcessArchitecture == [
    tasks: 𝔽 BusinessActivity;
    datas: 𝔽 Class;
    messages: 𝔽 [name: Name;
    call: (BusinessActivity {null}) × (BusinessActivity
    {null})]]
```

Business activity is a set of activities (sub-activities) divided into three disjoint categories:
All the joint commercial activities that indicate an opportunity for reuse (the typical character of the commercial activity),

- All options for the commercial activities of the activity (options of commercial activity), and
- Set of alternative business activity groups of the activity (the conversion capacity of the business activity).

The ability to have options and changes in business activities is its variability. A business activity is primitive (cannot be broken down). The metamodel of the process business component of the FORM/BCS method is shown Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The business component meta-model.](image)

4.3. Diagram of the subsystem business component model transformation into a process business component model

Figure 4 presents subsystem model to process model transformation where:

- `MMSubSystemBusinessComp` represents the metamodel of the subsystem business component;
- `MMProcessBusinessComp` represents the Meta model of the process business component,
- `MMSubSystemBusinessComp2MMProcessBusinessComp` represents the rules for transforming the model from a subsystem business component into a process business component, and
- `SubSystemBusinessComp` and `ProcessBusinessComp` represent the model of the subsystem business component and the model of the process business component, respectively.

![Figure 4. Subsystem model to process model transformation](image)
The business process model transformation of the FORM/BCS method from the subsystem component model is performed at the same level of abstraction. This transformation occurred during the horizontal engineering process of the FORM/BCS method. To feed the translation engine, we need to bring the following information must be provided to the system:

- The meta-model of the source model : MM SubSystemBusinesComp ;
- The meta-model of the target model : MM ProcessBusinessComp ;
- Subsystem model (domain model conforming to subsystem metamodel or metamodel instance).
- The transformation code.
- These elements allow for automatic generation of the target model or an instance of the target model.

4.4. FORM/BCS business to process components transformations rules

We used the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) to express the transformation rules. In addition to ATL, we also used the QVT tool to derive rules for transforming a business subsystem component into a process business component. We established correspondences between the elements of the source meta-model and those of the target meta-model.

4.4.1. Source and target Transformation

By considering the two proposed metamodels, the metamodel of the subsystem business component (of the source model), and the metamodel of the process business component (of the target model), we defined the following correspondences between the elements (classes):

1. **SubsystemBusComp to ProcessBusComp transformation**: Converts subsystems into activities. The links between subsystems become messages exchanged between business activities.
2. **Correspondence between the classes: Sub-system and BusnesActv transformation**: This transformation concert links into messages and transforms a subsystem into an activity.
3. **Sub-system to Message transformation**: This transformation converts each subsystem message as a link to identify the cooperating activities.
4. **Sub-system to Dataaccess transformation**: This transformation makes it possible to maintain the links established between the different subsystems. The links between the subsystems are represented using a Boolean matrix. The existence of links between subsystems is saved.
5. **Sub-system to Class transformation**: Subsystem transformation into a class makes it possible to standardize the subsystems. Each subsystem is assigned an attribute, which is a characteristic of the subsystem.
6. **Feature to BusnesActv transformation**: The Class Feature is linked to an activity. Here, each characteristic becomes a specific activity.
7. **Feature to Message transformation**: The Feature class turns into a message. This means that they exchanged messages between the two activities with the same characteristics.
8. **Feature to Dataaccess transformation**: The Feature class becomes a Dataaccess class because the activities are stored and identified for their characteristics.
9. **Feature to Class transformation**: The Feature class transformation into class represents activities with the same characteristics.
10. **Decomposition to BusnesActv transformation**: This transformation allows the conversion of the Decomposition class into the BusnesActv class to allow the attribution of characteristics to activities, the characteristics $a$: optional, switchable and standard.
11. **Decomposition to Message transformation**: This transformation allows each message to represent an activity with its characteristics.
12. **Decomposition to Dataaccess transformation**: This transformation allows access to activities with the same characteristics.
13. **Decomposition to Class transformation**: The transformation of the Decomposition class into a Class allows activities with the same characteristics to be grouped together.
14. **Generalization to BusnesActv transformation**: This transformation allows the identification of commercial activities with the same characteristics.
15. **Generalization to Class transformation:** The transformation of the Generalization class into the Class class allows the attribution of a characteristic to the Class class (the attribute of the Class class becomes a characteristic).

16. **Generalization to Dataaccess transformation:** The transformation from Generalization class to Dataaccess class allows access to activities with the same characteristics.

17. **Generalization to Message transformation:** transforms the Generalization class into a Message class. Each message represented an activity. Each exchanged message between activities has the same generic characteristic.

This section presents our approach for transforming a subsystem business component into a process business component. In the next section, we present a case study that details the different classes of the source model into classes of the target model. Finally, we present the results obtained after executing these transformations.

### 5. Evaluation and discussion

The context of the case study is an actual model for which we can access the assets described in FORM/BCS. We explored the transition between the business subsystem component and the business process of the FORM/BCS method because they are our target, and we have specifications available. Therefore, it is more accessible to check the output of our tool. This choice of a system modeled by a third party allows us to reduce the influence we could have induced in the case study. Therefore, we evaluate our solution for the different cases presented in the Amougou thesis [22]. The modeling works concerned the retirement process for civil servants in Cameroon. This choice has several additional advantages. We discuss the quality of our results with the authors of real work using FORM/BCS. This is not a bias because we are working on modeling prior to this research, and we do not influence the way we described the solution; we only evaluated it.

#### 5.1. Presentation of the results

We evaluate our three-step approach. First, we evaluate whether our approach can generate the business component’s business process. Second, we evaluated the relevance of the results and compared them with the expected results. Third, we evaluated whether our approach helps developers improve the quality of their results and save time.

We used the career management specifications for Cameroonian civil servants proposed by Amougou [24]. We moved all management components - subsystem business components – to process components. This shows that our approach generates business processes from business components. Second, we compared and discussed the results obtained after automatic generation with those proposed by Amougou [24] and found that the two results are similar. This allows us to conclude that our approach allows automatic component generation.

In the third step, the transformation with our approach is instantaneous, whereas when manually performed, it is time consuming and can often lead to human errors.

#### 5.2. Study limitations

As in any other empirical evaluation, the results of the case study are subject to threats of validity. The following notable threats were identified:

a) The systems studied may not be representative of a larger population of systems or other fields of application. This is always a complex threat to mitigate because there is little information about the system properties that are important for ensuring representativeness. A case study of replication in other systems should be performed. We believe that our approach is independent of the application field.

b) The approach does not allow traceability. There is a lack of means to determine when a transformation rule has been applied. This could allow us to know, for example, whether a sequence of application of the rules leads to a particular situation.

c) This approach does not allow for rolling back, which can result from a lack of traceability. Rolling back into a problem makes it possible to find a consistent system state.

d) The approach does not indicate priority/order when applying the transformation rule; there is no indication of how the rules are ordered. This
can prevent block situations and inconsistent states.

e) The approach does not clearly define any precondition for applying transformation rules, that is, there is no indication of the preconditions in the transformation rules. This can leave the system under modeling in an inconsistent state.

f) Internal threats to validity are linked to the implementation of the proposed approach. It is possible that our implementation of this approach contains errors that may affect the accuracy of our results. To counter this threat, we manually investigated a subset of the results and found no apparent errors.

However, the case study indicated the applicability of the proposed approach within the framework of FORM/BCS horizontal engineering. We believe that our approach is the first step towards automation of the FORM/BCS method and that the limits listed above are actual but do not hinder our approach contribution.

6. Conclusion

This study proposed a novel approach to automatically transform a high-level abstraction asset into a low-level abstraction using the FORM/BCS software engineering method. The metamodels of the subsystem business component and that of the proposed process business component enable seamless translation from the business subsystem to the process component. The proposed automation not only saves valuable time, but also enhances product quality and increases team productivity throughout the software development process. This study highlighted the automation potential of the FORM/BCS method and its applicability, and identified some shortcomings through an empirical evaluation. The findings of this study can offer valuable insights for researchers and practitioners, enabling them to improve product quality and the efficiency of the development process.
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